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may not exceed 15 percent of the bank’s
capital and surplus, plus an additional
10 percent of the bank’s capital and
surplus, if the amount that exceeds the
bank’s 15 percent general limit is fully
secured by readily marketable collateral,
as defined in § 32.2(m). To qualify for
the additional 10 percent limit, the bank
must perfect a security interest in the
collateral under applicable law and the
collateral must have a current market
value at all times of at least 100 percent
of the amount of the loan or extension
of credit that exceeds the bank’s 15
percent general limit.

(b) Loans subject to special lending
limits. The following loans or
extensions of credit are subject to the
lending limits set forth below. When
loans and extensions of credit qualify
for more than one special lending limit,
the special limits are cumulative.

(1) Loans secured by bills of lading or
warehouse receipts covering readily
marketable staples. (i) A national bank’s
loans or extensions of credit to one
borrower secured by bills of lading,
warehouse receipts, or similar
documents transferring or securing title
to readily marketable staples, as defined
in § 32.2(n), may not exceed 35 percent
of the bank’s capital and surplus in
addition to the amount allowed under
the bank’s combined general limit. The
market value of the staples securing the
loan must at all times equal at least 115
percent of the amount of the
outstanding loan that exceeds the bank’s
combined general limit.

(ii) Staples that qualify for this special
limit must be nonperishable, may be
refrigerated or frozen, and must be fully
covered by insurance if such insurance
is customary. Whether a staple is non-
perishable must be determined on a
case-by-case basis because of differences
in handling and storing commodities.

(iii) This special limit applies to a
loan or extension of credit arising from
a single transaction or secured by the
same staples, provided that the duration
of the loan or extension of credit is:

(A) Not more than ten months if
secured by nonperishable staples; or

(B) Not more than six months if
secured by refrigerated or frozen staples.

(iv) The holder of the warehouse
receipts, order bills of lading,
documents qualifying as documents of
title under the Uniform Commercial
Code, or other similar documents, must
have control and be able to obtain
immediate possession of the staple so
that the bank is able to sell the
underlying staples and promptly
transfer title and possession to a
purchaser if default should occur on a
loan secured by such documents. The
existence of a brief notice period, or

similar procedural requirements under
applicable law, for the disposal of the
collateral will not affect the eligibility of
the instruments for this special limit.

(A) Field warehouse receipts are an
acceptable form of collateral when
issued by a duly bonded and licensed
grain elevator or warehouse having
exclusive possession and control of the
staples even though the grain elevator or
warehouse is maintained on the
premises of the owner of the staples.

(B) Warehouse receipts issued by the
borrower-owner that is a grain elevator
or warehouse company, duly-bonded
and licensed and regularly inspected by
state or Federal authorities, may be
considered eligible collateral under this
provision only when the receipts are
registered with an independent registrar
whose consent is required before the
staples may be withdrawn from the
warehouse.

(2) Discount of installment consumer
paper. (i) A national bank’s loans and
extensions of credit to one borrower that
arise from the discount of negotiable or
nonnegotiable installment consumer
paper, as defined at § 32.2(e), that
carries a full recourse endorsement or
unconditional guarantee by the person
selling the paper, may not exceed 10
percent of the bank’s capital and surplus
in addition to the amount allowed
under the bank’s combined general
limit. An unconditional guarantee may
be in the form of a repurchase
agreement or separate guarantee
agreement. A condition reasonably
within the power of the bank to
perform, such as the repossession of
collateral, will not make conditional an
otherwise unconditional guarantee.

(ii) Where the seller of the paper
offers only partial recourse to the bank,
the lending limits of this section apply
to the obligation of the seller to the
bank, which is measured by the total
amount of paper the seller may be
obligated to repurchase or has
guaranteed.

(iii) Where the bank is relying
primarily upon the maker of the paper
for payment of the loans or extensions
of credit and not upon any full or partial
recourse endorsement or guarantee by
the seller of the paper, the lending
limits of this section apply only to the
maker. The bank must substantiate its
reliance on the maker with—

(A) Records supporting the bank’s
independent credit analysis of the
maker’s ability to repay the loan or
extension of credit, maintained by the
bank or by a third party that is
contractually obligated to make those
records available for examination
purposes; and

(B) A written certification by an
officer of the bank authorized by the
bank’s board of directors or any
designee of that officer, that the bank is
relying primarily upon the maker to
repay the loan or extension of credit.

(iv) Where paper is purchased in
substantial quantities, the records,
evaluation, and certification must be in
a form appropriate for the class and
quantity of paper involved. The bank
may use sampling techniques, or other
appropriate methods, to independently
verify the reliability of the credit
information supplied by the seller.

(3) Loans secured by documents
covering livestock. (i) A national bank’s
loans or extensions of credit to one
borrower secured by shipping
documents or instruments that transfer
or secure title to or give a first lien on
livestock may not exceed 10 percent of
the bank’s capital and surplus in
addition to the amount allowed under
the bank’s combined general limit. The
market value of the livestock securing
the loan must at all times equal at least
115 percent of the amount of the
outstanding loan that exceeds the bank’s
combined general limit. For purposes of
this subsection, the term ‘‘livestock’’
includes dairy and beef cattle, hogs,
sheep, goats, horses, mules, poultry and
fish, whether or not held for resale.

(ii) The bank must maintain in its files
an inspection and valuation for the
livestock pledged that is reasonably
current, taking into account the nature
and frequency of turnover of the
livestock to which the documents relate,
but in any case not more than 12
months old.

(iii) Under the laws of certain states,
persons furnishing pasturage under a
grazing contract may have a lien on the
livestock for the amount due for
pasturage. If a lien that is based on
pasturage furnished by the lienor prior
to the bank’s loan or extension of credit
is assigned to the bank by a recordable
instrument and protected against being
defeated by some other lien or claim, by
payment to a person other than the
bank, or otherwise, it will qualify under
this exception provided the amount of
the perfected lien is at least equal to the
amount of the loan and the value of the
livestock is at no time less than 115
percent of the portion of the loan or
extension of credit that exceeds the
bank’s combined general limit. When
the amount due under the grazing
contract is dependent upon future
performance, the resulting lien does not
meet the requirements of the exception.

(4) Loans secured by dairy cattle. A
national bank’s loans and extensions of
credit to one borrower that arise from
the discount by dealers in dairy cattle of


